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Abstract. We present a tool called Gneiss that extends the familiar spreadsheet model to
support creating data-drive web applications that use data from the Internet. Gneiss
allows the user to extract data from arbitrary REST web services to a spreadsheet and
send spreadsheet data to web services dynamically without writing conventional code. It
provides new spreadsheet functions and interface elements to support using and
manipulating structured data and streaming data. Moreover, Gneiss allows users to
create not only visualizations but also full-fledged interactive web applications that can
present and modify the spreadsheet data.
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Introduction

This paper presents a tool called Gneiss that aims to extend the familiar
spreadsheet model for the Internet era to reduce the barrier of using and
publishing data online for end-users. Conventional spreadsheets take local, static
data and manipulate it to produce local, static graphs and charts. However, many
data sources nowadays are no longer static files but dynamic, real-time data
sources on the Internet such as web services and mobile sensors. Further, what
many people want to create are also not static document files anymore but rather
interactive websites or web applications [6]. While some conventional
spreadsheets like Microsoft Excel are being enhanced with some ability to access
web data and share content online, they provide little or no support to using
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structured data (such as JSON and XML which are common formats for web
services) and streaming data (such as sensor data, financial data feeds), and can
only let the user publish data as tables and visualizations. Prior research
spreadsheet tools have explored extending the spreadsheet language to support
programming GUI applications [1,2] and facilitating cleaning data through
programing-by-demonstration [7]. Different from these systems, Gneiss focuses
on enabling users to create data-driven applications that interact with a variety of
data sources.

2

Gneiss

Gneiss makes contributions by extending the spreadsheet model to support
interacting with arbitrary REST web services, using structured and streaming
data, and programming data bindings and interactive behaviors in web
applications. Here we briefly describe key features with respect to these
contributions. Full features of Gneiss are described by publications at VL/HCC’14
[4], UIST’14 [3] and CHI’15 [5]. A screenshot of Gneiss is shown in Figure 1.
Two-way data flow with web services
Gneiss currently supports arbitrary REST web services that return JSON data.To
load data from a web service, the user enters an API in the URL bar in the source
pane (Figure 1 at 1). The returned JSON data are shown below the URL bar. The
user can extract any field in the return data to the spreadsheet by dragging-anddropping it to any cell in the spreadsheet. Gneiss uses a programming-by-example
approach to facilitate extracting similar items in the returned documents, such as
the first field of all array items. When the “Extract similar fields to the
spreadsheet” checkbox in the source pane is checked, the system will let the user
drag a field to the first cell of a spreadsheet column. It will then automatically fill
in the rest of the column with similar fields based on the document structure.
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Figure 1: The Gneiss interface. (1) is the source panel where the user can load data from a web
service. (2) is the spreadsheet editor where the user stores and manipulate the data. (3) is the web
interface builder where the user can create a web application by dragging-and-dropping GUI
elements from the toolbar on the right (4) to the output page. The user can select a GUI element in
the output page and view and edit its properties in (5).

The user can also send the value of a cell in the spreadsheet to a web service by
replacing any part of the web API in the URL bar with the name of the cell, using
the syntax {{cellName}}. When a cell is used in a web API, every time the cell
changes, the system will send a new API request using the new cell value and
update any other spreadsheet cells extracted from this web service with the new
return data. This makes the spreadsheet program created in Gneiss easily reusable,
as the user
can retrieve
new
data
from a web
service
by
editing
spreadsheet
cells.

Figure 2: Gneiss’s nested table

Supporting structured data with nested tables
Structured fields extracted from web services (such as a JSON object or array)
will be shown using nested tables (see Figure 2). Cells in a nested table can be
used in formulas like regular cells, using the syntax cell.childCell. For
example, in Figure 2, B1.A2.A1 refers to the cell with value “Ewan McGregor”.
To assist the user in further manipulating the data in the nested tables, our tool
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provides a “flatten” function that flattens a nested table column and stores all
values in a column. To use the flatten function the user can enter
=flatten(columnName) in the top cell of a column, and then our tool will
automatically fill the cells below with the appropriate data. The syntax for
columnName is similar to referring to a cell in a nested table, which is
column.childColumn. Using Figure 2 for example, the user can let column C
be all actors in all Star Wars movies by entering =flatten(B.A.A) into cell
C1 (B.A.A is the column that stores the actor names in each abridged cast of
each movie). The flatten function populates column C with a flattened list of actor
names. The user can then apply filtering to the column to remove duplicate names
and get a clean list.
Cell metadata for manipulating streaming data
Gneiss allows the user to stream data from arbitrary REST web services to a
spreadsheet by checking the “Stream this source” checkbox in the source pane
and then dragging a desired field to a spreadsheet column. The system then starts
to stack the column with the latest values of the field pulled from the web service
every 3 seconds. By default the values are sorted descending by time, so the
newest value appears at the top of the column. The streaming frequency and how
the data are sorted can be changed in a dialog box.Gneiss introduces cell metadata
that describe other attributes of a cell’s value and allow users to manipu-late
spreadsheet data using these attributes. Each cell has metadata of its value’s
provenance and fetched time.This enables users to manipulate data using not only
their values but also temporal information of when the value is retrieved. For
example, to view the 5 highest values of the day, a streamed column can be
filtered to show only the data retrieved today, sort them descending by value and
filter to show only the top 5 rows.We design new functions
(startTime,
FETCHTIME(cellName)
and
SELECTBYTIME
endTime, range) to let users get the fetched time of a cell and select values
in certain cells that are streamed between certain times. For example, suppose
column B holds latest news streamed from a news data source. The formula
=COUNTIF(SELECTBYTIME(“2014-09-21
9:00”,
“2014-09-21
10:00”, B:B),“*White House*”) returns the number of articles fetched
between 9-10am on September 21, 2014 containing the phrase “White House”.
Programming interactive, data-driven applications
We extend the spreadsheet model to allow a GUI element property (such as
“color” and “value” of a heading element) to use spreadsheet formulas as its
value and also be used in other spreadsheet cells. The syntax for refereeing a
GUI element property is ElementID!PropertyName. To further allow users
to program interactive behaviors in web applications, every GUI web element in
Gneiss has “interactive properties” whose value will change based on how the
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user interacts with the element. For example, the “state” property in every GUI
element will change based on how the mouse cursor interact with it (such as
“idle”, “hovered” and “clicked”). Or the “value” property in a text box will
change based on what the user types in the textbox.
This design allows data bindings and interactive behaviors in a web application
to be programmed using the spreadsheet’s equation-based evaluation model
without the need of conventional event-based model. For example, spreadsheet
cell A1 can be set to whatever the user types in a textbox in a web application by
setting its value to =TextBox1!Value. Then A1 can be sent to a web service
by replacing the query parameter in a web API with {{A1}}. Suppose the search
result extracted from this web service is put in column B. Text in a list element in
the web application can then be set to =B:B to show the data. This creates an
interactive search web application. Or the sorting rule of a column can be set to
=IF(Checkbox1!Checked,“Descending”,“Ascending”) to sort the
column dynamically based on if the user checks the checkbox. The user can also
use Gneiss’s spreadsheet as a database for the created web application by setting a
column to stream data from a web input element (such as a text box). The column
will then store the user’s input in the element to the spreadsheet as storing a data
stream from a web service. This allows users to create data entry applications
like a self-tracking application for custom behavior[6].

3 Future work
We are developing new functions to help users do data transformations and
manipulate nested tables in a spreadsheet. We will also enhance Gneiss to support
creating mobile web applications and getting data from web pages and mobile
sensors to the spreadsheet.
We can bring a demo of Gneiss to the workshop.
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